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3PRE FW23 COLLECTION

Rock Grey **

*THERMOPLASTIC POLYURETHANE 
WEBBING BICOLOR

**THERMOPLASTIC POLYURETHANE WEBBING 
EMBOSSED WITH A STONE LIKE TEXTURE

The GOMMA range of bags are made from TPU rubber stripes stitched togheter 
in a sequence of different colours and trimmed in soft calf leather. The GOM-
MA360 small is a rounded shoulder bag that can be worn on the shoulder and 
as a crossbody thanks to the adjustable shoulder strap, embellished with a 
branded piece of silver hardware. In the FW23 collection the GOMMA bags are 
available in the seasonal brown nuances and textured rock grey.

SMALL GOMMA360 

Brown Multi/Terra *
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*THERMOPLASTIC POLYURETHANE 
WEBBING BICOLOR

**THERMOPLASTIC POLYURETHANE WEBBING 
EMBOSSED WITH A STONE LIKE TEXTURE

The GOMMA range of bags are made from TPU rubber stripes stitched togheter 
in a sequence of different colours and trimmed in soft calf leather. The GOM-
MA21 is a shopping bag that can be worn  as a handbag, on the shoulder and 
as a crossbody thanks to the detachable shoulder strap. On the front handle, 
the bag is embellished with a branded piece of silver hardware. In the FW23 
collection the GOMMA bags are available in the seasonal brown nuances and 
textured rock grey.

Rock Grey **

GOMMA21

Brown Multi/Terra *
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The GOMMA range of bags are made from TPU rubber stripes stitched togheter 
in a sequence of different colours and trimmed in soft calf leather. The GOM-
MA7 is a  small crossbody bag that can be worn on the shoulder and as 
a crossbody thanks to the adjustable shoulder strap, embellished  with a 
branded piece of silver hardware. In the FW23 collection the GOMMA bags are 
available in the seasonal brown nuances and textured rock grey.

Rock Grey **

*THERMOPLASTIC POLYURETHANE 
WEBBING BICOLOR

**THERMOPLASTIC POLYURETHANE WEBBING 
EMBOSSED WITH A STONE LIKE TEXTURE

Brown Multi/Terra*

GOMMA7 CROSSBODY
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* COTTON DENIM / 
COTTON WASHED DENIM

** COTTON + LINEN FABRIC WITH 
THICK HANDPAINTED COATING

The Parallelepipedo Classic bag is one of the first bags ever designed and pre-
sented by Sunnei. Crafted in italian cotton denim, this boxy shaped bag comes 
with two handles for shoulder and hand carry and an additional longer strap 
with branded dog-clips to wear it as a crossbody. Available in black, light blue 
denim and in a seasonal rocky textured white fabric hand-painted in Italy.

Light Blue * White **

PARALLELEPIPEDO CLASSIC

Black *
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Light Blue Violet

The Parallelepipedo Messenger Mini bag is a smaller updated take on of the 
first bag ever designed and presented by Sunnei, the Parallelpipedo Messen-
ger bag. The bag features a pattern of functional TPU rubber straps, while 
some of them work as handles, the others allow you to wear it on the back as 
a backpack, once the buckle on the front of the bag is unfastened. On the in-
side two internal flat pockets can be found, concealed and secured by the top 
zipped closure on top. Trimmed in leather and silver metal hardware, for the 
FW23 collection the Parallepipedo Messenger Mini bag is available in black, 
light blue denim and in a violet textured cordura fabric.

MINI PARALLELEPIPEDO MESSENGER

Black

COTTON DENIM / 
COTTON WASHED DENIM
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**COTTON + LINEN FABRIC 
WITH THICK HANDPAINTED COATING

*POLYAMMIDE + POLYESTER CORDURA 
WITH HANDPAINTED COATING + 
COTTON DENIM BOTTOM

With a soft rounded shape, the Sacado backpack is the Sunnei’s interpreta-
tion of a backpack. The drawstring on the top opens to a wide zipped pocket 
with more internal pockets and straps to store and secure your laptop. 

Violet **

SACADO

White *
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The Extra Tote bag is a 100% cotton canvas tote bag, very generous in size and 
capacity, with both handles and a shoulder strap for most preferable fit. The 
tote features the signature EVERYDAY I WEAR SUNNEI print in tonal colour to 
the canvas.

Argento

EXTRA TOTE BAG EIWS

COTTON CANVAS



10PRE FW23 COLLECTIONTOTE BAG PLISS

Beige/Red

Whatever Print

FABRIC NYLON PRINTED AND PLEATEDThe Tote Bag Pliss is a fully pleated nylon tote bag. The vertical pleats create 
an accordion effect stretching the bag to a wider size when filled at its maxi-
mum capacity. The bag has two pleated handles for hand and shoulder carry. 
In FW23 the Tote Bag Plissé is introduced in a Sunnei stripes pattern and with 
the seasonal “whatever” all-over print.



11PRE FW23 COLLECTIONCAPTIVA BOOTS

Black

Yellow

The Captiva Boots has been in our collections for many seasons now and be-
came a classic sole of SUNNEI. Here the upper is an under-the-knee boot in 
leather with a branded metal zipper on each side. 
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Black

Orange

Captiva Sandalo is a platform sandal fully covered in leather, the footbed is 
nicely padded for comfort. Three thin leather straps finished with painted edg-
es and nickel buckles for adjusting wrap around the foot in an elegant way.  

CAPTIVA SANDALO 
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Offwhite/Bluette

Purple Chocolate Mustard

The Isi is a casual and playful canvas shoe featuring our custom rubber sole, 
made in Italy, a leather binding with zigzag stitch, and a long loop on the heel. 
It comes in several colourful iterations. 

ISI
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Red

Chocolate

DREAMY SUEDE

The Dreamy remains a classic of every collections at Sunnei. Here it comes 
in two suede colourways, Dark Brown and Bright Red, both finished with off-
white laces. 



15PRE FW23 COLLECTIONDREAMY NEOPRENE

Our classic Dreamy in neoprene receives as update with two colorfull updates.

Dunk Scuba

Mustard
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Pale Green

Black Ivory

The 1000chiodi Trainers is one of the two new additions to the 1000chiodi 
family. Two leather binding run down the shoe from heel to toe, embellished 
with contrasting zigzag stitching. Two colorblocking colorways , one full black 
and the last one being a faux-fur version. 

MILLECHIODI TRAINERS
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Black

Azure OffWhite

A chunky lace-up shoe made from leather. The low platform sole is combined 
with a rubber outsole all made in Italy.

STRINGATA PLATFORM
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black

BurgundyAzure

Black

The 1000chiodi Sandalo is a direct translation of our classic 1000chiodi. The 
upper is made with colorful leather and zigzag stitch details and it sits on a 
8.5cm rubber heel. A velcro strap on the heel helps you adjust the fit. 

1000CHIODI SANDALO
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black

The Dreamy Sabot Zeppa takes inspiration from different areas of Sunnei’s 
world, combining our classic Dreamy style and our high platforms. It is made 
from leather and has a rubber outsole and every part is made in Italy.

DREAMY SABOT ZEPPA

Black
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Burgundy

Fern Green

Cream

MINI RUBBERIZED TUFT EARRINGS

24kt gold plated brass earrings with handmade tuft silicon finishing 70%BR - 30%SIR
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24kt gold plated brass earrings with handmade dripping silicon finishing in 
two different colorways. Lasered logo. Butterfly fastening.  

Gold/Mint/Purple

Palladium/Green/Azure

Palladium/Red/Rose

SMALL RUBBERIZED DOUBLE EARRINGS

70%BR - 30%SIR



22PRE FW23 COLLECTIONMINI DOUBLE RUBBERIZED EARRINGS

Gold/Acid Green/BrightGold/Yellow/Cream

Silver/Rubin/Fucsia

24kt gold plated brass earrings with handmade dripping silicon finishing in 
two different colorways. Lasered logo. Butterfly fastening.  

70%BR - 30%SIR
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Gold/Yellow

Palladium/Lilac Gold/White

RUBBERIZED SMALL EARRINGS

Palladium plated brass earrings with handmade dripping silicon finishing. La-
sered logo. Butterfly fastening.

70%BR - 30%SIR
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Gold/Lime

Palladium plated brass earrings with handmade dripping silicon finishing. La-
sered logo. Butterfly fastening.

Palladium/Fuxia

Palladium/Turquoise

RUBBERIZED MINI EARRING

70%BR - 30%SIR
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Gold/CreamGold/Burgundy

24kt gold plated brass necklace. The necklace features different sizes metal 
rings and handmade tuft silicon covered rings. Metal tag with engraved logo.

RUBBERIZED TUFT NECKLACE

Palladium/SilverFern

70%BR - 30%SIR
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Gold/Cream

Gold/Burgundy

Palladium/SilverFern

24kt gold plated brass pendant, handmade tuft silicon covered. Adjustable 
cotton cord. Metal tag with engraved logo. 

RUBBERIZED TUFT NECKLACE

70%BR - 30%SIR + 100%CO
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Palladium

Black

The Moschettone Fiore is a carabiner resembling the gentle shape of a flower 
and made from solid brass. It offers plenty of stories to attach and hold keys 
and other pieces of accessories. Designed to be hung to trousers, around bag 
strap or slipped into a bag, the Moschettone Fiore comes in shiny metal fini-
shings coloured in silver, black, blue and brown.

MOSCHETTONE FIORE

100%BR
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Prototipo 5 comes back for a second season, this time in two versions. The 
first one has a full reflective mask for a sporty look. The version 5.1 got a little 
update with cut-out lenses in the middle of the mask, playing with a bicolour 
look. Made from Italian acetate and Nylon lenses, both styles are handcrafted 
in Italy.

PROTOTIPO 5

BlackWhite/OrangeBurgundy

Black/Navy Black/Yellow

Grey

Black
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The Bucket Hat is designed with a wide brim and a comfort fit. It has a em-
broidered big logo with an adjustable drawcord fastening for a secure fit. 
Available in crunchy cotton dark blue and white, and a cotton blue chambray.

BUCKET W STRINGS

Dark BlueWhite

Blue
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Whatever print

Superstretch baseball cap with 3d logo print is made by a stretch nylon. It is 
a fitted hat, available in ‘Whatever’ print.

5 PANEL
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Roccia **

The GOMMA3 is defined simply by three straps of TPU rubber stitched to-
gether. It can contain credit cards, bills and coins thanks to the press button 
closure that secures the card holder. Due to the composition of the material 
the cardcase appears to be very light to carry inside your bag or in your pock-
ets. Trimmed and branded with leather internal tag, for the FW23 the colours 
available are a seasonal combination of brown nuances and textured rock grey.

GOMMA3 CARD CASE

Brown Multi/Terra *

*THERMOPLASTIC POLYURETHANE 
WEBBING BICOLOR

**THERMOPLASTIC POLYURETHANE WEBBING 
EMBOSSED WITH A STONE LIKE TEXTURE
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Black

Light Salvia

SOFT SMOOTH CALF LEATHERDesigned to be a key holder with six rings on the back, the Micro Tote key-
chain is a miniature of a tote bag in proportions and size. Crafted  in soft calf 
leather with embossed “EVERYDAY I WEAR SUNNEI” signature Sunnei’s slogan, 
the keychain is available in a light sage colour or sleek black with silver metal 
finishings.

MICRO TOTE KEYCHAIN EIWS
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black

UFO BELT

White ** Violet *** Light Blue ****

The Ufo belt bag offers multiple ways to wear it: as a belt around your waist 
or hips, as a crossbody piece, as a scarf or stole around the shoulders. Pre-
senting a set of five zipped pockets all around, the Ufo belt bag is slightly 
padded for a soft feel and fit. For the FW23 collection this style is available 
in different colours of denim, handpainted cordura and 3D rock-like texture.

*COTTON DENIM

** COTTON + LINEN FABRIC WITH THICK 
HANDPAINTED COATING

*** POLYAMMIDE + POLYESTER CORDURA WITH 
HANDPAINTED COATING

**** WASHED COTTON DENIM 

Black *

PRE FW23 COLLECTION
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Dark Grey

Blue WhiteViolet

THERMOPLASTIC POLYURETHANE WEBBING The 2Giri Gomma belt is the longest Sunnei belt ever designed. Made from 
a long TPU rubber strap, it can literally wrap your waist up to two times, 
creating a one-size-fits-all belt. With black finished metal buckle, the belt 
is adjustable by a long series of holes, among them a hidden Sunnei logo is 
cut out from the TPU rubber strap. Available in blue, dark grey, violet and in a 
rock-textured white hue. 

2GIRI GOMMA BELT
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YellowGrey

Fuxia

MAIN FW23 COLLECTION

COW LEATHERLabauletto Twisted bag is a new take on the signature Sunnei’s Labauletto 
bag, with a soft and slouchy silhouette created by the twist on the top of the 
bag. The style keeps all the features of the classic Labauletto bag: top zipper 
closure, adjustable shoulder strap, two side pockets with magnetic closure, 
as well as the inside zipped pocket. This season Labauletto Twisted comes 
in distinctive distressed leather with a smooth glossy finishing, offering three 
seasonal colourways: hot pink, grey and honey yellow.

LABAULETTO TWISTED 



37LABAULETTO MAIN FW23 COLLECTION

*GRAINY CALF LEATHER
** SMOOTH CALF LEATHER

Beige** Orange*Lilac*

Labauletto bag is the Sunnei’s signature shoulder bag. The bag comes in soft 
calf leather with zipper closure and adjustable shoulder strap. Two side pock-
ets with magnetic closures and an internal pocket with zip. For the FW23 col-
lection Labauletto bag is available in four new seasonal colours: grass green, 
soft lilac and a blush beige and orange each colourway comes with contrast 
stitching and lacquered metal Sunnei logo.

Grass Green*



38LACUBETTO MAIN FW23 COLLECTION

Black*Lilac*

Beige**

**SMOOTH CALF LEATHER
* GRAINY CALF LEATHER

Lacubetto bag is the Sunnei’s cubic bag crafted in soft calf leather. The bag 
features a zipper closure and adjustable shoulder strap, two side pockets 
with magnetic closures and inside pocket with zip. For FW23 Lacubetto bag 
is offered in three colours: black, soft lilac and a blush beige, each colourway 
comes with contrast stitching and lacquered metal Sunnei logo.
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MICROFIBER FABRIC, HAND SPRAYED AND PRESSED

Avio

Sand

The Multitasking bag plays on a rhetorical level on the meaning of the words 
Multi and -tasking that  sounds playfully similar to the word “tasche”, pockets 
in Italian. In actual fact, the soft and slouchy silhouette of this shoulder bag 
is entirely covered with pockets, from flap pockets in different sizes to card 
holders. The zip on the top of the bag opens a very spacious internal space 
with additional inside pockets for the smallest belongings. The bag can be ad-
justed with the shoulder strap that also allows crossbody use. For the FW23 
collection, the Multitasking bag comes in a soft and velvety technical beige or 
blue microfiber with a handmade top glossy finishing to create a sleek look.

MULTITASKING MAIN FW23 COLLECTION
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Black

Light Salvia

SOFT SMOOTH CALF LEATHERThe Multitasking Small bag plays on a rhetorical level on the meaning of the 
words Multi and -tasking that  sounds playfully similar to the word “tasche”, 
pockets in Italian. In actual fact, the soft and slouchy silhouette of this small 
shoulder bag is entirely covered with pockets, from flap pockets in different 
sizes to card holders. The zip on the top of the bag opens a spacious main 
space with additional internal pockets for the smallest belongings. The bag 
can be adjusted with the shoulder strap that also allows crossbody use. For 
the FW23 collection, the Multitasking bag is available in smooth calf in a light 
sage colour or sleek black with contrasting colour stitching and trims.

MAIN FW23 COLLECTIONMULTITASKING SMALL
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Black/Blue

Miele/Blue 

CALF SPLIT LEATHER UNLINEDThe Parallelepipedo Micro E/W is an exaggerated scaled-down version of the 
Parallelepipedo Classic bag. Designed to be worn as both mini a cross-body 
bag or around the neck as a lanyard. This micro bag style features a coloured 
Sunnei stamp and is available in Miele and Black, with contrasting internal 
bright blue hue.

PARALLELEPIPEDO MICRO E/W PELLE DOUBLE
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Black/Blue

Miele/Blue

PARALLELEPIPEDO CLASSIC PELLE DOUBLE

CALF SPLIT LEATHER UNLINEDIntroduced for the FW23 collection, the Parallelepipedo Classic Pelle Double 
bag is entirely made from smooth calf leather. Keeping the signature boxy 
silhouette of the Parallelepipedo bag, this style features two wide internal 
pockets and a detachable shoulder strap. Available in two colours, Miele and 
Black, with contrasting internal bright blue hue.
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Lime White

Black

The FW23 version of the 1000chiodi comes in three colorways made from a 
textured neoprene, suede panels, rubber stud and features a branded puller 
on the tongue. 

1000CHIODI MAIN FW23 COLLECTION
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BrownBlack

Red

1000CHIODI ANKLE BOOT

The 1000chiodi Ankle Boot is the Sunnei take of a classic silhouette. The up-
per is divided in five panels stitched together with a decorative zig-zag stitch. 
Made from full cow leather it sits on our 1000chiodi rubber heel.



45MAIN FW23 COLLECTION1000CHIODI HIGH BOOT

Dark Blue

Yellow

These mid-thigh version of the 1000chiodi heel series is made from constrast-
ing vegan stretch leather panels put together with zig-zag stitches.
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Orange

Off White/Brown

The boot version of the Stringata. It comes in two very different material 
combinations: One bicolor faux-fur, and two cordura nylon/suede mix. The 
low platform sole covered in leather is combined with a rubber outsole, all 
made in Italy.

STRINGATA MIDBOOT
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The Stregatto Puffy Beanie is made by a padded rolled tube. It is made in a 
fluffy knitted nylon. Available in beige/yellow stripes and azure/green stripes.

Azure/Green

STREGATTO TUBO BEANIE

Beige/Yellow

MAIN FW23 COLLECTION
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The Stregatto Beanie is a fluffy knitted hat. It has a padded rolled hem. It is 
made in a fluffy knitted nylon. Available in beige/yellow stripes and azure/
green stripes.

Beige/Yellow

STREGATTO BEANIE

Azure/Green

MAIN FW23 COLLECTION
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The Stregatto Sunglasses Holder is a fluffy band. It is designed to keep the 
sunglasses on head. It is made in a fluffy knitted nylon. Available in beige/
yellow stripes and azure/green stripes.

STREGATTO SUNGLASSES HOLDER

Beige/Yellow

Azure/Green

MAIN FW23 COLLECTION
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black

STREGATTO GLOVES

The Stregatto Gloves are designed to be fingerless and having a slip-on fit. 
They are a pair of fluffy knitted nylon items. Available in beige/yellow stripes 
and azure/green stripes.

Beige/Yellow

Azure/Green

MAIN FW23 COLLECTION
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black

The Stregatto Socks are designed to be fingerless and having a slip-on fit. 
They are a pair of fluffy knitted nylon items wich give comfort and warm. 
Available in beige/yellow stripes and azure/green stripes.

STREGATTO SOCKS

Beige/Yellow

Azure/Green

MAIN FW23 COLLECTION
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Azure/Green

Beige/Yellow

The Stregatto Tubo Scarf is a long padded scarf. It is made in fluffy knitted 
nylon. Available in beige/yellow stripes and azure/green stripes.

STREGATTO TUBO SCARF MAIN FW23 COLLECTION
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Azure/Green

Beige/Yellow

The Stregatto Hat/Scarf is a long padded scarf. It is made in a fluffy knitted 
nylon. Available in beige/yellow stripes and azure/green stripes.

STREGATTO HAT/SCARF MAIN FW23 COLLECTION
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CALF SPLIT LEATHER UNLINED

Black/Blue

Honey/Blue

The Parallelepipedo Card Case is defined simply by an intarsio of three leath-
er stripes stitched together, that create the compact body of this piece of 
accessories. It can contain credit cards, bills and coins thanks to the press 
button closure that secures the card holder. Branded with a coloured Sunnei 
stamp, this style is available in two colours: Miele and Black, with contrasting 
internal bright blue hue.

PARALLELEPIPEDO CARD CASE MAIN FW23 COLLECTION
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Blue

Chocolate

MOSCHETTONE FIORE

The Moschettone Fiore is a carabiner resembling the gentle shape of a flower 
and made from solid brass. It offers plenty of stories to attach and hold keys 
and other pieces of accessories. Designed to be hung to trousers, around bag 
strap or slipped into a bag, the Moschettone Fiore comes in shiny metal fini-
shings coloured in blue and chocolate.

MAIN FW23 COLLECTION


